
With the festive season upon us, BAPS Shri       
Swaminarayan Mandir invites you and your family to 

enjoy an evening of musical divinity in the form of “Bhajan 
Sandhya”. A wonderful program presented by highly 

acclaimed Bhajan-Gazal artist, 
Shree Jaydeep Swadia.

Date: Friday, November 21
Dinner: 7:00 PM

Program: 8:00 PM
Place: Shri Swaminarayan Mandir
1430 California Circle, Milpitas, CA

INVITATION
Bhajan Sandhya

Devotional Music Night

Courtesy of
Baxi insurance & Financial Services

800 686 8436  or 408 307 9845



The Artists
To Jaydeep Swadia, music is the food of life. Driven by inspiration from his spiritual guru, Pramukh 
Swami Maharaj and his own determination to excel, Jaydeep Swadia started singing at a young 
age. At the playful age of 14, his voice was recorded in a children’s album. He achieved a  
significant milestone in his 18th year by entering the prestigious “Startrex” competition organized by 
the Music India Ltd. and McDowells. At the end of the nationwide preliminary rounds, renowned
judges chose Jaydeep as the animated star of tomorrow. This led to Music India inviting him to 
produce an album of Hindi ghazals, “Pehlu”, which has given him unique identity with connoisseurs 
of music, as a versatile singer and composer.

During his visits to USA, UK and Africa he struck a chord with the audience who gave him a 
standing ovation. In 1988-89 he visited Dubai and Bahrain to raise funds for the devastating drought 
in Gujarat. In 1991, during the Cultural Festival of India in the US, he caught the attention of foreign 
cultural ministers. In 1995 he had an exceptionally successful tour of South Africa. Time Audio has 
recently produced a novel album of geet and ghazals, “Guldasta” in Hindi, sung by Jaydeep by 
which he has taken a mega step in the field of Hindi light music.

The beauty of a flower is enhanced by the stem and leaves. Accompanying Jaydeep are talented 
musicians. Sachin Pimpale who has rhythm running in his veins. His brilliant handling of the tabla
leaves us in awe of the world of music. It is an exhilarating experience to hear him play. 
Accompanying on other musical instruments are Chirag Thakker & Prashant Parmar
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